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Project Status
Construction

There are now three fully functioning buildings made of
Adobe Bricks, Straw Clay and Rammed Earth at HIAL
campus with two halls on two of them. All of them have been
built using passive solar techniques. These are being used
for residential, academic and administrative purposes.
Ongoing projects at HIAL include the Pre-FREB
(Pre-fabricated Fibre Reinforced Earth Blocks) building,
a rapid construction technique in which the straw-clay panels
are pre-fabricated and assembled on site. This is an R&D
project which is being piloted and if successful will be scaled
up for the needs of the Army and the local population.

Adobe, Straw-Clay & Rammed Earth Buildings
Earth Bag Dome

Alongside, the walls and foundation of the Guest House
has been laid and is expected to become operational by the
next construction season. HIAL also construct an EarthBag Dome (a part of the open Amphitheatre project at
HIAL campus) in an educational workshop with the help
of two experts from ‘Earth Building’ organisation along with
students of SECMOL.

Energy

5kW SPV Greenhouse
Peas Plants in the inset

5kW SPV Greenhouse
A 5 kW Solar PV system was fixed atop the greenhouse
last year in winter. This year, in May, the greenhouse was
planted with Peas and Alfalfa, to test the growth of
fodder crops under the partially shaded parts of SPV atop
greenhouse. The peas showed better growth than alfalfa.
20kW SPV Car Shed and Battery House
To meet the growing requirements of energy in HIAL,
an off-grid 20kW SPV system was installed atop a car-shed
structure, probably the first in the Himalayan Region. The
car-shed also has a provision of charging electric vehicles.
The is in line with HIAL’s aim of promoting e-mobility in
Ladakh. The batteries of the system are placed in a passive
solar-heated house to maintain their temperature, where the
batteries themselves serve as the Trombe Wall. The battery
house also has a solar panel roof (1kW), making the roof
extremely light. The Battery House design serves as a
model of a power-production as well as passive solar heated
battery-housing facility that can double up as a guard-house
for defence personnel.

Battery House

20kW SPV Car Shed

Ecology & Ice-Stupa
Every year HIAL conducts ice-stupa competition to
encourage the villages acoss Ladakh to built Ice Stupas.
Last year 12 villages participated for the competition and with
its massive success, this year we have recieved applications
from 25 villagesr, who are wanting to sign up for the
competition.
The team has been conducting surveys to understand the
requirements of ice Stupa in many drought prone villages of
Ladakh. The competition is due to commence in November
2019 with a training workshop for the participating teams.
The Ice-Stupa at Shara that won the competition last year has
lasted the whole of summer this year, which is a breakthrough
towards making perennial Ice Stupas!
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Ice-Stupa Winner 2018-19, Shara Valley

them insights into the formation of the mountain
ranges that run through Ladakh. Many such enriching
lessons and tours took place through the HILLs
fellowship tenure. However, being the first year it faced
some teething troubles which will be wrinkled out in the
coming years

HILLs fellowship
The HILLs Fellowship that commenced April 2019
had fellows from all over the country. The fellowship
programme consisted of various hands-on lessons and
many field trips. The classes consisted of moviescreenings, discussions and lectures whereas the
field trips focused on visiting numerous places to
understand several indigenous architectural techniques,
sustainable initiatives and various geographical/ ecological
aspects of the mountainås.

HILLs fellows study tour
The HILLs Fellows started their 6 days long experiential
study tour, to IIT Mandi where they participated
in the Start-up Trek Conference. The aim of the tour was
exposure to various entrepreneurial initiatives in
the Indian Himalayas and interesting initiatives like
natural farming, earth building, traditional architecture, and their benefits. This tour focused on giving the
fellows a first-hand experience about various possible
sustainable methods of living. They were accompanied by
Gitanjali CEO, HIAL, Manish Adlakha, Tourism Operations
and Chamba Tsetan, Fellowship Co-ordinator.

The Guest faculty that addressed the fellows included,
Glaciologist, Dr Felix Keller, Hydrologist Arne, Film-maker
Stanzin Dorjey Gya who screened his movie, ‘Living in
Ladakh’ and discussed on how can we learn from
the local culture and practices in the region. Professor Talat Ahmed, VC Kashmir University joined the fellows on a journey to Miru and Lato valleys and gave

Felicitating Professor Talat Ahmed

Fellows Using Drone for Glacier Survey

Afforestation
Afforestation of forest plants on an area with no previous
plant cover, is one of the major objectives in development
of the HIAL campus. The plantation team took significant
initiatives to green the campus this season. In the month
of April this year, 10 plants species native to Ladakh like
juniper, wild rose, sea-buckthorns as well as various herbs
and shrubs. were planted on a 600 sq mtrs squared area of
land on the campus. If successful, this will be scaled up to
16,000 sq mtrs next year.

On the occasion of ‘World Environment Day’, the entire HIAL
family came together to plant Apple & Apricot trees in the
campus, which in now being passively irrigated by the grey
water from the staff quarters. A Dutch apple orchard expert
from an organization called Root2Fruit, Mr. Gerrit van Dieren
visited the HIAL campus to give inputs about the same. By
the end of the next season, HIAL is also planning to plant
some cold-tolerant apple trees. The apple orchard planted
last year is doing well with 78% survival rate.

The HIAL Plantations team is also setting up a nursery
and a greenhouse to hasten the propagation of the plants
that will be planted next year. At the same time the seedbank will be set up to make available commercially viable
products in future.

The afforestation team is also in the planning stage for the
next season’s plantations on the upper Phyang valley and
Gangles valley. They are also simultaneously designing a
curriculum for the next year’s short courses and fellowship
programs on plantation and afforestation.

Fellows Cleaning Soil for Afforestation

After Plantation
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Tourism: Himalayan Farmstay
Himalayan Farmstay is an initiative by HIAL which
achieves a twofold aim of kick-starting the rural
economny while giving a most authentic local
experience to the tourists, where the travellers stay
with the local people in their traditional farmhouses and
bask in the warmth of the Ladakhi people. This energises
the rural economy on one hand and on the other gives an
immersive experience to the tourists promoting a unique
bond between them that remains evergreen. Carried
out in close association with local communities, it
empowers them to preserve local culture, practice
sustainable farming practices and at the engage
the people travelling in the region to adapt the local culture
and traditions.

Phyang Community Meeting at HIAL

This summer, Himalayan Farmstays hosted HIAL’s
Education Confluence guests, visitor groups, group of India
Fellows and multiple travel influencers! Himalayan
Farmstays have now expanded to Pangong, Mann Village
and Sham Valley too.

Phyang Community Meetings

The interesting part of the farmstay initiative by HIAL is the
community connect where staff from HIAL and Amaleys of
farmstays meet and discuss the developments every month
either at HIAL site or in the village community hall. This
enables a healthy relationship between HIAL and Phyang
residents, leading to harmonious co-existance and healthy
cultural exchanges.

One of the Highest Farmstays in Phyang

Visitors on Campus

J&K Governor HIAL Visit

HH Chetsang Rinpoche Distributing Certificates

LSRC-Army Regiment visit

Satish Kumar, Schumacher College
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Other Events

A 5-day educational Confluence was
held at HIAL between the 21st to the
25th of July, 2019. The confluence
curated by the founding CEO of
HIAL, Ms. Gitanjali JB aimed to
include experiences and discussions
related
to
contextual
curriculum,
experiential pedagogy and indigenous
wisdom in order to design a structured
prospectus for the functionality of the
university. The event was inaugurated
in SECMOL Alternative School, where
Mr. Sonam Wangchuk addressed
the participants by sharing his
experiences and struggle through the
conventional methods of education
as opposed to a more productive
and practical ways of approaching

3R to 3H: Higher Education Confluence

education. The Confluence witnessed a successful participation of people from diverse fields, age groups and
countries like Nepal, Bhutan, US, Vietnam, Australia etc. The participants visited multiple locations for an immersive
understanding of Ladakhi geography, culture and traditions. Various movie screenings and field trips were organised for
a holistic understanding of Ladakh, its uniqueness and challanges. Discussions amongst the participants were held in
the World Café format, where everyone brought forward their own examples, experiences and learnings from different
geographical and cultural settings. The event concluded with a cultural programme whih was graced by HH Drikung Kyabgon
Chetsang Rinpoche. It would not have been successful without the major contributions from Kiran Vagella and Atul Vyas
of Hunarshala, Anita Rampal, Neha Bhatia and Ravi Gulati of SEE Curriculum and Manzil respectively, film-maker Stanzin
Dorjey Gya, Jinan KB, Mr Abbas, Amitabh Sharma and Shilpi Sarkar.

Jinan KB Addressing

Stanzin Dorjey Gya Discussing his Movie

HIAL Study Groups to Various UTs

A Union Territory Study Group facilitated by HIAL
went to various UTs and north-eastern states
from 5th - 12th Sep 2019, to note down and understand
their socio-political policies and operations. Meetings
and discussions were organised to propose policy
suggestions towards the birth of Ladakh as a UT. The
study group consisted of representatives from HIAL,
other NGOs, religious groups and political parties. On
their return they met in Delhi to share their undestandings
with each other, reflect upon the various aspects
related to functioning of UT Ladakh along with required
protections for the locals in a new setup.
The
meeting was attended by Sri V. K. Singh, Union Minister
of Roads, transport and Highways and Sri. Jamyang
Tsering Namgyal, the MP of Ladakh. It was decided
in the meeting that after due deliberations and
expert advice that an all-inclusive memorandum shall
be submitted to the Union Government.

The UT Study Group
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Conference Visits
Sonam Wangchuk

National Water Mission,
New Delhi

Innovation Summit,
New Delhi

The National Water Mission
(NWM), organised a series of
Water Talks at Andhra Pradesh
Bhawan, New Delhi.

Mr. Sonam Wangchuk was invited
as a panelist for the session Clean
Energy to share his insights with
the participants on ‘fostering
innovations in the clean energy
sector’. The event was organised
by
eminent
environmental
development organisations from
across the world like the United
Nations Environment Programme,
Ministry of Forest and Climate
Change, Microsoft, United Nations
Development Programme, etc. to
name some.

Experts, activists, academicians
and practitioners working in
the water sector, mostly from
various offices of the Ministry of
Jal Shakti delivered lectures to a
large audience that consisted of
water experts from the ministry
and academicians from prominent
educational institutions.

Gitanjali JB

Economics of Happiness, Leh
In September this year, Local
Futures organised a conference,
Economics of Happiness in Leh.
Sonam Wangchuk delivered a talk
on the true meaning of education.
His talk was part of a series of
talks by four professionals whose
work focusses on developing and
promoting
alternative
methods
of schooling for children. Sonam
Wangchuk focussed on experiential
education i.e. 3Hs (Head, Heart and
Hands) over 3Rs (Reading, wRiting,
aRithmetic). Diskit Angmo also
spoke at this conference on

HIAL in the Media
HIAL, Sonam Wangchuk and
Gitanjali JB & were featured
on multiple Media Houses.
Some of which are as follows:

Auroville Campus
Initiative

TEDx Hyderabad

Gitanjali conducted a series of
workshops on Curriculum Design
and Development organised by
Auroville Campus Initiative for
a fine eclectic group of several
program holders who are currently
designing educational programs
that are in varied stages of
conceptualisation and execution.

Gitanjali JB spoke at TEDx
Hyderabad on the 22nd Sept.
She addressed a hall full of 2,700
highly responsive audience.

This would eventually together
come together as a fellowship with
an exchange program with HIAL!

The focus of the talk was about
how learning and education
transcends age and any individual
can have multiple careers in one
lifetime. She focussed on the fact
that learning is a lifelong process.
It was one of the largest TEDx
events in India.

Rohit Ranjan spoke at the Angan Conference in New Delhi on the theme
‘Energy Efficient in Builings’ drawings examples from SECMOL and HIAL
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National Media
The Hindu
Mongabay
The Better India
YourStory.com
India times
News18
IPCC
NDTV
Business Standard
Daily Excelsior
Mercom India
Republic World
Regional Media
Greater Kashmir
North East Now

